In a recent worldwide study on the nature, scope, and frequency of archaeological site looting, the vast majority of field archaeologists reported having had multiple encounters with archaeological site looters both on-and off-site. Despite the criminalization of looting in most countries' domestic statutory schemes, nearly half of surveyed field archaeologists do not report looting activity to external law enforcement or archaeological authorities when they encounter it. The rationales for their actions-or inactions-are examined within a criminological framework, and field archaeologists' perspectives on looters as "criminals" and "victims" are explored. The paper concludes with a consideration that the criminalization of looting creates an emergent duty to report among archaeologists, and how they choose to address site looting changes their role in and relationship to the trade in illicitly obtained antiquities.
Introduction
Despite the existence of various national and international regulatory efforts, the global antiquities market continues to be largely fed by illicit digging at archaeological sites around the world. "Looting" is conventionally defined as the illegal removal of culturally significant material from archaeological sites for commercial gain, the act of which destroys archaeological context or evidence needed to learn from the site (Bowman Proulx 2013) , and is largely criminalized by many if not most countries. Archaeological site looting typically occurs when culturally significant objects in developing, archaeologically rich "source" countries are removed without permission and subsequently sold and collected in developed, acquisitive, "demand" countries (Bowman Proulx 2013; Brodie 2011) . As Gill and Chippindale (1993) have argued, damage to the archaeological landscape has both intellectual and material consequences. That is, when archaeological knowledge is lost to looting, so is an important source of cultural information, national identity, historical memory, and even economy. Looting destroys both the tangible and intangible elements of cultural heritage.
Looting has only relatively recently piqued the interest of criminologists, for whom the topic is typically subsumed under the broader rubric of "art crime" (Bowman Proulx 2011), 1 and there is a growing body of criminological research on looting and its interfacing with the trade in illicitly obtained art as well as other transnational illicit markets. 2 Specifically, site looting is often conflated Arts 2018, 7, 48 2 of 24 with art theft, the latter of which tends to focus on high-value thefts from museums, galleries, or private property (Tijhuis 2006) . This scholarly commingling of art theft with looting is nonetheless problematic in that, upon closer examination, one has very little in common with the other. Art theft, for example, typically involves the stealing of an identifiable object owned by someone; looted antiquities, on the other hand, are never-before-seen objects recovered through clandestine digging, meaning that when they appear on the art market, they cannot be recognized and legally construed as stolen (Brodie 2006) . After all, as Gill and Chippindale (1993, p. 623 ) have observed, "Who can report a Cycladic figure as stolen when it has been lying unseen in a grave for more than four thousand years?". In fact, the only commonality among art thefts and the looting of archaeological sites is that both activities involve illegally removed objects to which some sort of intangible value and significance have been attached. This impalpable value of art and antiquities is socially constructed, meaning an object's value is whatever a particular beholder assigns to it, whether it be commercial, aesthetic, or artistic in nature. Beyond this common denominator of subjective value attribution, however, art theft and site looting are conceptually distinct, and it is only relatively recently that criminologists have begun to examine each phenomenon on its own terms.
This emergent scholarly interest in site looting has caused criminologists to take an unprecedented dive into the world of archaeological scholarship, resulting in a hyper-specialized-if not altogether boutique-research niche under which a growing number of criminologists can be subsumed (cf., for example, Balcells Magrans 2018; Mackenzie and Davis 2014; Brisman 2011) . In turn, archaeologists have similarly begun to avail themselves of criminological concepts and terminology, drawing new attention to the looting of antiquities from a diversified audience. Today, the intersection of archaeology with criminology raises fewer questioning eyebrows among scholars, and there are even archaeologists based in their university's departments of criminology.
While the intersection of archaeology with criminology has yielded useful scholarship, 3 a number of problematic trends have emerged. That is, the examination of looting as criminal activity brings with it panoply of socio-legal implications that, at one time or another, a number of scholars-admittedly including this author-have overlooked. Specifically, I argue that the widespread criminalization of archaeological site looting-as well as archaeologists' application of criminological terminology-e.g., crime, criminal, criminality, criminogenic, criminological, criminalize, stealing, theft, and so forth-changes not only the narrative framework surrounding looting but the field archaeologist's obligations upon bearing witness to it. In other words, if looting is a crime encountered not infrequently by archaeologists in the field, then it becomes incumbent upon field archaeologists as eyewitnesses to criminal activity to think of and respond to it differently. This paper begins with a presentation of findings from a study focused on surveyed field archaeologists' personal encounters with archaeological looting. The actions that archaeologists report having taken after having borne witness to it are discussed, as well as archaeologists' reported justifications for those actions. The rationales for their actions-or inactions-in response to looting are examined within a criminological framework, and the dichotomy of looters as either "criminals" or "victims" is explored. The paper concludes with a consideration that criminalized archaeological site looting produces an emergent duty to report among archaeologists, and that how they choose to respond to such a crime changes their role in and relationship to the trade in illicitly obtained antiquities. 4 3 For example, Simon Mackenzie's 2005 doctoral dissertation was the first scholarly application of white collar criminology to examine the "demand" end of archaeological site looting; Edgar Tijhuis (2006) investigated the licit-illicit interfacing of looted antiquities and the antiquities trade through a transnational criminological lens; Bowman Proulx (2010) situated her analysis of archaeological site looting within an organized criminal framework. These are but three examples of the scholarly treatment of looting within the specific context of criminology, all of which helped to establish the scholarly foundations upon which much current work has drawn and expanded. 4 Provenance refers to the documented ownership history of an object. The term is frequently used in the art community to refer, in other words, to what has happened to an antiquity since it came out of the ground. Among archaeologists, on the other hand, provenience refers not to past ownership history but information regarding the original findspot of the object (Coggins 1969 (Coggins , 1998 ; where and how, in other words, the antiquity came out of the ground.
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Field Archaeologists' Reported Experiences with Site Looting
Given the relevance of fieldwork to the practice and disciplinary identity of archaeology 5 (Holtorf 2005) , which necessarily puts archaeologists in close proximity to the phenomenon of site looting, field archaeologists' personal assessments of and experiences with looting are a valuable source of information. Whether the agenda in the field is excavation, survey, post-excavation analysis, conservation, or site management, field archaeologists are "on the ground," working on the very sites of interest to looters, and therefore highly likely to experience site looting at some point and in some capacity during their field careers. Field archaeologists are very much akin to "eyewitnesses" in that they are often the first professionals to encounter never-before-seen site looting-or even looting activity in progress-simply by virtue of where they work. Their firsthand experiences with, opinions about, and responses to local site looting represent vital frontline perspectives on a global issue (Bowman Proulx 2013).
Moreover, given the significance of fieldwork to the practice of archaeology, archaeologists' experiences with and thoughts about looting are even more salient in that they represent but one group of stakeholders with deeply vested interests in the matter. The practice and disciplinary identity of archaeology, in fact, very much depend on the fate of the archaeological record, in which site looting plays a direct and significant part. When objects are illicitly removed from the ground and shipped off for sale, never before having been seen-let alone studied-the relationship of those objects to their archaeological context and the information about the human past derived from it are irretrievably lost. Archaeological interpretations of the past necessarily depend on the physical remains of human behavior, and the context in which antiquities and other objects of cultural significance are found is key in reconstructing the past. 6 For the livelihood of archaeological scholarship, then, the archaeological record is central, and fieldwork is the central means by which to access it.
When field archaeologists do encounter looting, how do they decide what specific action-or inaction-to take in response? What responsibility, if any, belongs to field archaeologists in curbing looting activity? On the "demand" end of the trade in unprovenanced antiquities, the dramatis personae of criminological interest have been the collectors, dealers, auction houses, and museums; on the "source" end of things, some studies have examined the organization of looting and trafficking networks. 7 Studies on the specific role of archaeologists in the illicit antiquities trade are limited 8 and few, if any, have focused exclusively on the experience of field archaeologists who have firsthand encounters with looting. 9 With vested interests both personal and professional firmly entrenched in the intellectual value of archaeological resources, field archaeologists' interactions with and responses to illicit digging and site destruction warrant closer scrutiny. 5 Moser (2007) writes that archaeological fieldwork is not only a "rite of passage that individuals must pass to gain admission to the professional community, but also as a cultural locus of experience that serves to forge their [archaeologists'] identity" (p. 243). In fact, archaeologists who have not or do not participate in fieldwork are often characterized as 'armchair archaeologists' (Flannery and Marcus 1998, p . 36)-a not-so-flattering nickname that conjures the image of a "dilettante who spins fine theories from inadequate facts and never rolls up his sleeves to do any fieldwork himself" (Summers 1950, p. 101) . It is hardly surprising, then, that fieldwork lies at the core of archaeology's disciplinary identity as well as its scientific authenticity from both inside and out (Holtorf 2005; DeBoer 1999 ).
6
Context yields information not only about where an object is found, but also on how it came to be there, and what has subsequently happened to it (Fagan 1985) . An archaeological site is a complex web of relationships, the meanings of which are more than the sum of their parts (Brodie 2002) , and thus looted antiquities are "cultural orphans which, torn from their contexts, remain forever dumb and virtually useless for scholarly purposes" (Cannon-Brookes 1994, p. 350) . For archaeologists, both an object and its context are equally important; in other words, "'it is not what you find but how you find it'" (Taylor 1948, p. 154) .
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In an extensive recent study 10 on the global scope, nature, and frequency of archaeological site looting, from which select data are presented here, Bowman Proulx (2013) invited nearly 15,000 archaeologists working throughout the world to participate in surveys and interviews about their experiences with and opinions about site looting. This paper presents qualitative data derived from this study, which were analyzed by means of an emergent approach. With a robust response rate of 16% (N = 2358), 59.1% of the sample population were male, 27.9% between the ages of 31 and 40; 91.7% held at least a master's degree, and 82.6% spoke English as their first language. In total, 29.9% of the respondents indicated that they had been active in archaeological fieldwork since the 1990s, with archaeological site excavation as the most commonly reported type of fieldwork experience (81.8%). Nearly three-quarters of the 2358 respondents (70%) indicated that they had participated in 10 or more archaeological projects in their careers to date, and a total of 118 countries were reported among respondents as the primary location of the majority of their archaeological fieldwork experience. The typical survey respondent was an English-speaking male with both higher education and professional training in archaeology and/or related disciplines, with anywhere between 10 and 20 years of fieldwork experience, primarily on archaeological site excavation (Bowman Proulx 2011 . Participants' feedback is presented below accompanied by their random, computer-generated identification numbers and their reported location of the majority of their archaeological fieldwork experience.
Archaeologists' Reported Eyewitness Encounters with Looting
Nearly 80% (N = 1662) of respondents reported having witnessed firsthand looting or evidence of looting 11 while participating in fieldwork of any kind. As reflected in Figure 1 below, this reported looting is a globally pervasive phenomenon, not limited to one aggregate geographic region 12 or another: Further, personal experience with looting was more commonly reported among participants with more time and experience in the field. This is not unexpected in that they simply have had more opportunities throughout their careers to encounter looting or evidence of it. Additionally, these experiences with looting were not one-time occurrences; the overwhelming majority (92%) of participants indicated that they had observed looting on more than one archaeological site, and that each of those sites had been looted on more than one occasion. As one archaeologist remarked, "I can't think of a Maya site [I've seen] without looter pits."
It is reasonable to conclude that looting is an iterative phenomenon that occurs on more archaeological sites than not. In fact, a personal encounter with looting appears to be so commonplace an occurrence that, as one surveyed archaeologist working in Cyprus noted, "[we're taught that] the possibility of meet [ing] with looters while you're working on site is just a given; it's just a known aspect of archaeological fieldwork."
While the majority of archaeologists report having had experiences with on-site looting ex post facto in the field (e.g., missing tools, equipment, and artifacts; collapsed architectural features; and holes, site disarrangement, or other visible effects), nearly one-quarter (24.1%) of respondents have in fact been eyewitnesses to looting activity in progress on site. When field archaeologists do interact with looters, it is more likely to be an off-site occurrence. In fact, 87.1% of respondents reported having interacted off-site with looters-both admitted and suspected. The contexts of these off-site experiences included casual conversations between archaeologist and looter, and many archaeologists reported that many looters have spoken openly and freely with them about their own participation in unauthorized digging. Other archaeologists talked about having been specifically approached off-site by looters, who presented them with looted items, seeking respondents' approval, admiration, or confirmation: Further, personal experience with looting was more commonly reported among participants with more time and experience in the field. This is not unexpected in that they simply have had more opportunities throughout their careers to encounter looting or evidence of it. Additionally, these experiences with looting were not one-time occurrences; the overwhelming majority (92%) of participants indicated that they had observed looting on more than one archaeological site, and that each of those sites had been looted on more than one occasion. As one archaeologist remarked, "I can't think of a Maya site [I've seen] without looter pits."
While the majority of archaeologists report having had experiences with on-site looting ex post facto in the field (e.g., missing tools, equipment, and artifacts; collapsed architectural features; and holes, site disarrangement, or other visible effects), nearly one-quarter (24.1%) of respondents have in fact been eyewitnesses to looting activity in progress on site. When field archaeologists do interact with looters, it is more likely to be an off-site occurrence. In fact, 87.1% of respondents reported having interacted off-site with looters-both admitted and suspected. The contexts of these off-site experiences included casual conversations between archaeologist and looter, and many archaeologists reported that many looters have spoken openly and freely with them about their own participation in unauthorized digging. Other archaeologists talked about having been specifically approached off-site by looters, who presented them with looted items, seeking respondents' approval, admiration, or confirmation: Figure 2 below shows this data broken down by the top fieldwork locations in which archaeologists reported having been asked to purchase a looted item on at least one occasion:
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Sometimes I am approached because [they] don't know I am an archaeologist. Other times I am approached because individuals think that because I am an archaeologist I will want to buy what they have looted.
-Archaeologist #500754, Peru
Figure 2 below shows this data broken down by the top fieldwork locations in which archaeologists reported having been asked to purchase a looted item on at least one occasion: Being offered an item of questionable provenance for purchase is not an experience limited to one country or part of the world for archaeologists; rather, it appears to be a commonplace occurrence.
The data thus far can be summarized as such: site looting is an endemic, iterative activity with which the vast majority of field archaeologists have had personal experience. It is so commonplace, in fact, that it is often considered an inevitable part of the field archaeological experience. When looting is encountered in the field, it is much more common for archaeologists to witness the aftermath of looting, rather than to encounter looting activity in progress. This makes sense, given that undocumented digging is necessarily clandestine, so much of it occurs at night when archaeologists are off-site. 13 This is not to say, however, that field archaeologists never have personal interactions with looters, but when this does occur, it is much more likely to happen off-site in a variety of social contexts.
Archaeologists' Reported Responses to Looting
When surveyed archaeologists have witnessed looting in progress on site or its after-effects, what actions do they take? Figure 3 below shows varying responses; these responses can be aggregated into three broad categories: internal action, external action, and inaction.
As shown above, when field archaeologists choose to handle the matter internally, the most common action is to document the evidence of looting activity and discuss it with other team members before moving on. In terms of external responses-that is, notification of some external authority-few archaeologists took only a single action. Rather, most archaeologists first document the looting, notify other team members, and then contact a relevant external authority, which is 13 Many Italian tombaroli (tomb-robbers), for example, report having had to move their illicit digging activities to nighttime in recent years due to the creation of art and antiquities squads across Italian law enforcement agencies (Perticarari and Giuntani 1986) . Being offered an item of questionable provenance for purchase is not an experience limited to one country or part of the world for archaeologists; rather, it appears to be a commonplace occurrence.
As shown above, when field archaeologists choose to handle the matter internally, the most common action is to document the evidence of looting activity and discuss it with other team members before moving on. In terms of external responses-that is, notification of some external authority-few archaeologists took only a single action. Rather, most archaeologists first document the looting, notify other team members, and then contact a relevant external authority, which is typically some sort of local authority with oversight of archaeological sites and remains. In some countries, the notified agency could be a specific police unit tasked with cultural heritage protection (e.g., Italy's Comando Carabinieri per la Tutela Patrimonio Culturale); in others, it might be a local unit of an archaeological authority (e.g., Greece's Archaeological Service has nearly 50 departments located throughout the country which, Arts 2018, 7, 48 7 of 24 among other things, supervise local archaeological projects). Beyond these steps, about one-quarter of archaeologists reported having taken this additional step of some type of external notification.
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-Archaeologist #29761, Southern coast of Peru
The common thread in these reported experiences is archaeologists' efforts to ameliorate the encounter by turning it into an impromptu opportunity for education and outreach. While noble in intent, this response is hardly realistic for all archaeologists who encounter looting in flagrante delicto.
In sum, more than half of responding field archaeologists choose to document looting or evidence of it before notifying an external authority of some sort. Usually, this is contact with a local archaeological authority, and sometimes subsequently a law enforcement authority. Slightly more often than not, archaeologists incorporate the notification of appropriate authorities into their actions, and where possible, a number of field archaeologists choose to handle their firsthand experiences with looting as an opportunity to advocate the preservation of archaeological heritage. All of these actions appear to be not only congruent with archaeologists' practice and promotion of stewardship
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In sum, more than half of responding field archaeologists choose to document looting or evidence of it before notifying an external authority of some sort. Usually, this is contact with a local archaeological authority, and sometimes subsequently a law enforcement authority. Slightly more often than not, archaeologists incorporate the notification of appropriate authorities into their actions, and where possible, a number of field archaeologists choose to handle their firsthand experiences with looting as an opportunity to advocate the preservation of archaeological heritage. All of these actions appear to be not only congruent with archaeologists' practice and promotion of stewardship of 15 But what about the other half of respondents who, upon encountering looting, evidence of looting, or even looters themselves in the field, and despite statutory criminalization of looting, reported that they did not alert any external authority and instead either chose only to handle the matter internally through project documentation, or chose to take no action at all? A variety of explanations was offered for this. Some noted the futility of such action, suggesting that law enforcement or local archaeological authorities were simply outnumbered, ineffective, uninterested, or even complicit:
In the Mimbres Valley it is certainly taken seriously, but with the vast amount of land and a limited number of law enforcement officers this is more easily said than done . . .
-Archaeologist 28792, Southwestern United States
Everyone in the Maya lowlands knows the frequency of looting [so] there is no reason to appear so naïve as to notify authorities.
-Archaeologist #8593, Guatemala -Archaeologist #37420, Northwestern United States It can be dangerous to intervene personally in a looting incident as police may be complicit or disinterested.
-Archaeologist #17551, United Kingdom Other archaeologists reported feeling utterly powerless in stopping the looting, and that criminalization as such was an ineffective deterrent. These archaeologists chose not to take any external action either, as they felt it would be futile, ineffective, or even dangerous:
[The looters] think that archaeologists do not have the power to denounce them, and they are usually right.
-Archaeologist 6916, Switzerland
The punishment is too low [for looting] to bother.
-Archaeologist #25102, Austria They [the looters] had guns.
-Archaeologist 32605, Southwestern United States I have been advised never to approach people we find on sites without a way to contact law enforcement.
-Archaeologist #27046, Southeastern United States 14 Among other tenets, most archaeological codes of ethics include language emphasizing the archaeologist's role in recording, conserving, preserving, and stewardship of the archaeological record. See, for example, the Society for American Archaeology's Principles of Archaeological Ethics, adopted 1996. Available online at: http://www.saa.org. 15 Most countries have domestic statutory schemes that criminalize archaeological site looting. The archaeological record is usually construed as State property, the unpermitted removal and export of which is tantamount to theft. The United States is somewhat of an interesting outlier in that archaeological site looting is only criminalized as theft on federal/state/tribal lands-not on private property-however, given that a significant portion of the United States is in fact public land, looting is still largely criminalized in effect across the country. See 16 U.S.C. § 470ee(a) (2012).
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One archaeologist suggested that she took no external action because the looters earn so little from their finds and that items are simply not valuable enough to bother reporting:
Some people who actually conduct the looting in my area and either keep what they find or sell it to small-scale dealers and don't earn significant quantities.
-Archaeologist #35983, Peru
Other archaeologists noted that perhaps reticence to contact external authorities-or take any action whatsoever-regarding site looting was due, in part, to ignorance or even indifference among field archaeologists themselves:
Many archaeologists working outside their home countries are not well enough informed about international conventions and local laws. And frankly, a lot of archaeologists just don't care about looting until it happens on their sites.
-Archaeologist #29281, Belize I think most archaeologists know instinctively that looting is wrong, but they're ill-prepared to deal with it or unsure what to do about it.
-Archaeologist #1830, Britain Some [archaeologists] are scared of discussing looting, maybe because of funding issues, or they encourage it but don't want to admit it. Respondent #1141 appears to suggest that archaeologists may choose to either document the looting and move on, or do nothing about it altogether, because to do so could have far-reaching implications for their research and, in turn, their careers. As Brodie and Luke (2006) have noted, financial support for archaeological excavations often comes indirectly from private collectors, and many archaeologists are employed by museums or universities whose donors and trustees are often antiquities collectors. Beyond issues of project funding, archaeological fieldwork and study permits can also be difficult to obtain. For example, if an archaeologist wanted to study a particular object held in a museum's collection, she would be required to submit a study application whose acceptance is subject to the discretion of that museum. While it is no secret that many museums have a long and troubled history with acquiring looted antiquities for their collections, 16 for an archaeologist to suggest that a particular museum's collecting agenda could in some way aggravate illicit digging and site destruction might very well hamper her ability to receive a study permit, excavation permit, or project funding. These difficulties can, in turn, jeopardize her research productivity, which, at least in academia, is a salient factor on which scholars are evaluated for promotion and tenure. 17 That archaeological fieldwork is subject to a host of complex political relationships among its stakeholders is no surprise. Social science of any sort is inherently and inevitably political, and this is reflected in the spectrum of surveyed archaeologists' attitudes toward looting activity. The variation in archaeologists' responses to illicit digging is a clear reflection of the highly nuanced socioeconomic, political contexts, legal frameworks, and cultural contingencies which lend shape and meaning to illicit digging from one particular site to the next.
By far the most common explanation among surveyed archaeologists as to why many of them chose to either simply address the matter internally or do nothing at all upon encountering looting or looters on-and off-site had to do with the nature of an archaeologist's relationship with the communities within which she works. That is, some archaeologists choose not to report looting activity or looted items largely out of sympathy for the locals conducting the looting:
Frankly I'm ambivalent towards looting activities because it is often economic necessity that prompts people to loot archaeological sites.
-Archaeologist #29761, Peru When I have been offered by someone to buy or look at looted materials, it has always been by local people in the communities in which I worked. So, I never tried to report it to any higher authorities.
-Archaeologist #15337, Belize I did nothing when offered looted items for sale in Peru and Mexico because the items were small and people involved were clearly at the lowest level of the trade.
-Archaeologist #43726, Peru & Mexico I find it hard to blame the locals, since looted material can bring in over a year or two worth of income, and these people tend to be poor farmers trying to support their families.
-Archaeologist #20734, Belize I worked with some locals who would protect me with their lives, and I them. I know they had looted in the past . . . They are not getting rich by looting. Although they may be getting by with looting.
-Archaeologist #11566, Belize
Other archaeologists worried that, were they to report to an external authority, they risked alienating the communities in which they work, which could encourage further looting or altogether jeopardize the ability to continue fieldwork there:
It's hard to confront the looters when they live there and we [the archaeologists] do not. To confront them risks pissing them off and could even lead to increased looting on sites where they've seen us working after we leave.
-Archaeologist #685, United States For whatever reason, a field archaeologist may find herself in an uncomfortable predicament: call out the looters on their destructive behavior and risk jeopardizing not only her own safety but her fieldwork activities, research productivity, and career trajectory by damaging relations with her host community; or, do nothing and risk enabling the continued destruction of archaeological resources.
Justifications for Nonreporting to External Authorities
Justifications for archaeologists' decisions not to contact relevant external archaeological or law enforcement authorities or to take no action at all can be aggregated as such:
• Sympathy for the looters because they have no alternative means of economic gain (e.g., "subsistence digging") and are therefore victimized by the demand for antiquities generated in wealthier market countries, or because recreational digging is an established cultural tradition;
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• Reporting to local archaeological or law enforcement authorities is useless because they are ill-equipped, indifferent, or in some cases, themselves participants in looting; • Career-driven concerns to preserve relationships with host communities, fieldwork opportunities, and research productivity; • Patent indifference to site looting.
Most, if not all, of these rationalizations are fundamentally troubling in one way or another.
Indifference
First, a field archaeologist's blatant apathy toward looting and the toll it takes on the archaeological record seems wholly incompatible with even the most basic of archaeological ethics focused on stewardship, education, and outreach. It is also untenable given the intellectual value assigned to archaeological resources, which provides the foundation for those ethics. This disinterest in taking action in the face of looting among some archaeologists is but another context in which an archaeologist's action-or in this case, inaction-entangles further the practice of archaeology with economic exploitation of the archaeological record (Lynott 1997; Wylie 1996) .
I do not suggest that this "ethical passivity" of sorts among some archaeologists is the same as an active endorsement of looting, but neither does it, in my view, overtly proscribe it. An archaeologist's indifference to looting as evidenced in a subsequent decision not to report can be viewed as a tacit failure to care. Put simply, this failure to care seems diametrically opposed to what archaeologists purport to care about. That looting damages the archaeological record, and there are archaeologists who, in the words of Archaeologist #1830, "couldn't care less about looting," makes archaeologists' conventional platitudes about their commitment to the stewardship of archaeological resources disingenuous at best and ethically questionable at worst. Indifference about and failure to report site looting is as surprising as it is counterintuitive and may be an indication that some archaeologists really do not genuinely care about the stated preservationist goals of the discipline of archaeology. Or perhaps some archaeologists remain insouciant with looting only "until it happens on their sites"; continues Archaeologist #29281, "that's when they really get hot and bothered about it-when it happens to [their] project-it's like they don't really care until it happens to them, and then they take it so personal." This is not to suggest, however, that the archaeologist who does not care about looting happening elsewhere is uncaring about any and all things archaeological. There is, as discussed above, his career trajectory to be concerned about. Perhaps an archaeologist is very genuinely concerned about the preservation of resources, but this is outweighed by pragmatic concern for the preservation of his career. As discussed above, the drawing of external, official attention to looting activity could very well generate feelings of mistrust or even hostility within a host community, and an archaeologist's inability to access archaeological resources could put his career progression into jeopardy.
Whether or not it is motivated by genuine apathy-or, apathy that is as situationally motivated as it is self-interested-this rationalization for inactivity is noteworthy in that it reflects not only a fundamental disconnect with established ethical principles of archaeology, 18 but also a self-centered willingness to turn a blind eye to site looting for one's own professional benefit. After all, the professional pressures of scholarship and publication within the culture of academia are not insignificant. An archaeologist's research productivity depends heavily upon the amicability of his relationships to and collaboration with a host community, and there has been a perceptible shift in the "decolonization" of many archaeological projects away from research "'on and for' communities toward research 'by and with' them" (Atalay 2012, p 
. 7). A field archaeologist's decision not to report
Arts 2018, 7, 48 12 of 24 looting activity to an external authority may be preservative of shared authority in such democratized research collaborations and may also help to maintain the public's interest in and engagement with archaeological resources (Atalay 2012; Nicholas et al. 2008; Little 2007) . 19 The beneficence of such collaborations, however, is hardly one-sided, and the fact that many archaeologists seem frank about attaching professional advancement and career success to their field research productivity suggests a different sort of exploitation of the archaeological record. After all, digging at archaeological sites-whether authorized or unauthorized-presupposes some inherent value of archaeological resources. A looter connects an antiquity's value to its commercial value as a commodity; an archaeologist connects an antiquity's value to the information it may yield about the human past as fodder for scholarship. Both are appropriative practices, both are inevitably destructive to some degree, and one is no more value-neutral than the other. In fact, an archaeologist's valuation of resources could be viewed as another sort of value-laden commodification; perhaps the price of his career success might be bought, in part, by research productivity, 20 which is at least partially contingent upon getting along with the locals.
In sum, a field archaeologist who does not take steps to notify an external authority after a personal encounter with looting may have done so out of either patent indifference or professional self-interest; whether these are ethically defensible justifications is a different question. Archaeologists have long held that their vested interests in physical remains of the human past are scientific and/or academic, and that preservation of the archaeological record and information derived from it are a public good. The social value of archaeological knowledge is typically used to buttress archaeologists' claims to priority of access to and control of the archaeological record as well whatever information is gleaned from it (Nicholas and Wylie 2009) . While an archaeologist's stated interest in archaeological objects may be oriented toward the public good, his private interests are no less served than a looter's. Put another way, both archaeologists and looters assign value-laden importance to and exercise appropriative behavior toward archaeological objects; both are consumers of archaeology; both use archaeology in some manner to make a living; and whether or not it is a stated central aim, both personally benefit from such consumption. Based on archaeologists' feedback, as presented above, it is certainly possible, then, that both groups' "competing" interests in the archaeological record are not so diametrically opposed after all.
Ineffectiveness
Negative perceptions of law enforcement authorities-that is, impressions that police are incompetent, ill-equipped, inefficient, or altogether indifferent-are other common explanations for under-reporting or non-reporting of crime in both developed and developing countries (Boateng 2012 (Boateng , 2016 Goudriaan et al. 2006; Kääriäinen and Sirén 2011; Marenin 1997; Rosenbaum et al. 2005; Sunshine and Tyler 2003) . As evidenced above, this is also a pragmatic rationale common among field archaeologists who choose not to contact external archaeological or law enforcement authorities after a personal encounter with looting. There is a pragmatic cost, however, to this inaction. First, non-reporting contributes to the perception that looting is not as pervasive a phenomenon as archaeologists say it is. This is helpful for those who champion an open antiquities trade-namely, collectors and dealers-who insist that the role looting plays in the antiquities trade is greatly exaggerated (Brodie 2002; 19 The goal of including associated indigenous peoples in archaeological fieldwork is reflected in numerous places in the Renfrew 2002). Non-reporting also biases further 21 any official estimates of looting, so any economic modeling, policy, or practice based on official data are inherently unreliable. Official estimates are the "empirical basis for practically all comparative research, findings, theorizing on crime and social change, and criminal justice policies" (Marenin 1997) , and as Brodie et al. (2001, p. 1) note, "when the hard political decisions are made, it is figures that count." Looting data is similarly impacted by non-reporting and has a similar attenuating effect. Non-reporting of looting may be a convenient decision for archaeologists in the short term, but in the long term, it confounds official data and any sort of policy or practice developed from it. Non-reporting also hampers attempts to estimate the size and nature of transnational markets for particular types of looted objects, which precludes any realistic assessment of the scope and nature of any appropriate counter-measures needed to curb it. To be sure, non-reporting of looting is certainly not conducive to deterring it.
That some field archaeologists decline to report looting because of the inability of law enforcement or other authorities to respond becomes even less tenable when considered within an international legislative context. Police incompetency and ineffectiveness are often couched in terms of corruption, and worldwide efforts to professionalize law enforcement and increase training, competency, and anticorruption among police agencies around the world are underway. Adopted in 2005, the United Nations Convention against Corruption has now been ratified by nearly all countries around the world, and the addition of its specific provisions on asset recovery was led by "source" nations concerned about culturally significant items being stolen and illegally exported to "demand" nations. 22 In a similar vein, the United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (UNODC) has also developed model agreements and treaties on extradition, including the transfer of criminal proceedings, foreign prisoners, the sharing of confiscated proceeds of crime, and mutual legal assistance. 23 In short, this means that even countries with ineffectual local police now have multiple viable avenues through which claims can be made for the return of illicitly obtained antiquities. If an archaeologist's decision not to report looting is because the inefficacy of local law enforcement is perceived to preclude any practicable channels through which to pursue looted antiquities, this rationale is short-sighted if not wholly inaccurate. This rationale also conveniently plays right into the hands of the pro-market polemicists, among whom this is commonly cited not only in justifying their "rescuing" of cultural objects but in shaming source countries for their "inability" to manage their own cultural heritage (cf. Efrat 2009; Prescott and Omland 2003) .
Indigence
When archaeologists choose not to notify external authorities after witnessing looting or evidence of it, it is often reportedly out of concern for the welfare of those doing the illicit digging whom they view as "victims." These archaeologists make victims of diggers on two fronts. First, unstable economic conditions are blamed for causing some individuals to turn to looting out of desperation as a way to make a living. In this sense, it is general economic circumstance that does the victimizing. At least some illicit digging around the world is reportedly done as a "way of surviving poverty" (Yahya 2010, pp. 97-98) , a "desperate effort to feed families" (Politis 1994, p. 15) , and as Hardy (2015) observes, "sometimes 'looting' is the only thing that does feed the 'looters'" (p. 235, emphasis in 21 Official estimates of site looting are unreliable in that it is often conflated into art or cultural property crimes, and under-reporting of cultural property crime is already a problem (Tijhuis 2006 original). For these archaeologists, diggers are "victims" who are "poor, malnourished farmers without money for seed, and without sufficient land to practice subsistence agriculture" (Matsuda 1998, p. 88) . This is looting motivated by economic despair, and "[i]n private, a great many archaeologists are 'realists' . . . with a closeted sympathy for the poor indigenous people they hire to work as camp help and grunt laborers" (p. 83).
Archaeologists sympathetic to these "victim-looters" suggest that they are also victimized by the broader, insatiable greed-the "lust for antiquities" among collectors (Muscarella 2000, p. 12 )-who, as Elia (1993) famously wrote, "are the real looters" (p. 69). Looters are thus "victims of a global market, exploited by the demands and desires of dealers and collectors, who are the real villains" (Hollowell 2006a, p. 78) . In other words, many archaeologists choose not to report looting on the grounds that the looters are victimized by both local and global economic conditions. In their view, alerting authorities could preclude looters from finding saleable items, the proceeds from which are a survival necessity.
These archaeologists appear to suggest that not everyone who participates in looting at an archaeological site is himself a "looter" in a conventional sense-in other words, a criminal-whether or not there is domestic legislation that codifies it as such. This sentiment is echoed in archaeologists' responses below:
This area is so poverty-ridden that it is impossible to blame the looting on people who otherwise have no or few economic resources . . . [I]llegal economic activities are frequently the only recourse left to a growing number of people.
-Archaeologist #31087, Mexico I am generally sympathetic with villagers and farmers who are poor.
-Archaeologist #26800, Turkey Anyone who is desperate enough to feed their family may resort to such undertakings because the high moral road is simply not an option. I don't like to put excuses on it, but it is what it is.
-Archaeologist #5977, Southeastern United States . . . the people at the bottom of the looting chain are often without much in the way of financial means and may be looting as a means of survival, and are "criminals" only in the same sense as Jean Valjean.
-Archaeologist #12133, Ontario, Canada
Looters as Victims or Criminals
In rationalizing their non-reporting, some archaeologists' characterizations of some looters as "glocal victims" suggests that they view other looters as "glocal criminals." From a criminological perspective, this dichotomy of sorts has been largely neglected, with the bulk of scholarly treatment of unprovenanced antiquities focusing on the "transit" and "demand" points. For example, antiquities smuggling has been studied in how it overlaps with organized crime, other forms of trafficking, and transnational criminal networks (Mackenzie and Davis 2014; Dietzler 2013; Bowman Proulx 2010; Tijhuis 2006) its links to the funding of insurgencies (Smith-Meyer 2017; De la Torre 2006); the proliferation of fakes and forgeries (Halperin 2017; Kantchev 2017) ; and comparison of dealers and collectors to white collar criminals (Mackenzie 2005) . Within these contexts, the criminality of persons involved is straightforward and uncontested. When it was discovered that hijacker Mohamed Atta had attempted to peddle stolen Afghan antiquities in an effort to help finance the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 (De la Torre 2006), or when looted antiquities in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York were traced back to organized tomb-robbing activities connected to the Italian Mafia (Stille 1999) , no one thought twice about characterizing the looters as "criminals," not "victims." There was no waffling or ethical ambiguity about whether these sorts of illicit diggers were criminals.
In fact, no one disputes that there are distinct criminal dynamics in moving, fencing, selling, and buying unprovenanced antiquities, and it is not at all uncommon to find criminologically oriented language employed to describe these phenomena. 24 Terms such as plunder (Brown 2015; Andrews 2003 ; rob/robbery/robber) (Bohstrom 2017; Mueller 2016; Lehr 2013; Hamblin 1970 ; theft/thievery/thieves) (Harari 2017; Akhtar 2012; Bowman Proulx 2011; Bogdanos 2005 ; steal/stolen) (Glazer 2017; Thompson 2015 ; vandal/vandalism) (Steinbuch 2017; Greenberg 2016; mafia/mob) (Harkin 2016; Nadeau 2016 ; cultural racketeering) (Lehr 2013 ; heritage/culture crime, crime against culture) (Fincham 2014; Sadeghi 2014; Chabiera 2011; Bowman Proulx 2008) are routinely used to describe the unauthorized removal and subsequent movement and sale of culturally significant material from the archaeological record. The theme at a recent international conference on protecting cultural heritage even focused on "challenges for criminal justice," 25 at which Fincham (2014) referenced cultural heritage as a matter to be "policed" and an offense in which "the 'thief' could be prosecuted, and the criminal law will "punish someone who has taken a beautiful work, [allow] prosecutors and law enforcement to show that serious thefts will not be tolerated, and . . . ideally [send] a message to future thieves to refrain from further theft" (p. 87).
Even the term looting-strictly by statutory definition-is criminal (e.g., stealing something from some place, often during times of political turmoil), and while looting is commonly used to describe all forms of criminal digging, most archaeologists seem to stop short of dismissing all looters as criminals. Whether or not a country has criminalized looting, there is nonetheless dissent about whether everyone engaged in unauthorized digging is behaving criminally. That is, "looting" is generally equated legally with "crime," despite the fact that, from many archaeologists' points of view, those doing the actual digging may or may not, in fact, be "criminals" (Hollowell 2006b ).
That many archaeologists appear to be comfortable in construing some looters as victims while others are criminals provides a morally convenient shift in culpability away from "victimized" diggers, in order to place the blame squarely on individuals who instead illegally move antiquities or create the demand for them. Both "criminal-looters" and "victim-looters" commodify antiquities, and both seek to remove undocumented antiquities from sites for a commercial gain of sorts. Both activities are largely criminalized by statute. But when an archaeologist differentiates the two, the negativity-if not illegality-inherent in the latter motivation for looting appears to be tempered by the attachment of "victim." According to many archaeologists, not all looters are, in fact, looters. To suggest that illegal digging motivated by greed is different from illegal digging motivated by need provides a certain moral accommodation in reviling and dismissing the antiquities trade in its entirety as a criminally exploitative endeavor while conveniently sidestepping the problem of specific criminal condemnation of "victim-looters." Instead, for many archaeologists, "looter-victims" apparently lack criminal agency because they are victims whose illicit activities are driven by other people's criminality.
This nuanced consideration of "looting" among archaeologists shows that not each and every "looter" whom they might meet in the field is considered "criminal," and as Alderman (2010, p. 93 it's illegal or, conversely, it can be wrong even if not proscribed" (emphasis in original). Legality and ethics are often at odds with one another, and as Yates (2016) notes, perhaps the criminalization of all illicit digging is questionable, especially in terms of the attachment of criminal sanctions. Put simply, just because illicit digging at archaeological sites may be criminalized in a domestic statute does not mean that, in the minds of either diggers or field archaeologists, everyone doing it is himself a criminal.
The perception that not all looting may be criminal has not precluded many countries from indiscriminately criminalizing it. In their study of 46 countries that criminalized illicit excavation and export of antiquities, Alderman and Dahm (2014) found that the majority allowed for both fines and incarceration as punishment (p. 442). Where unauthorized digging and export are not punished equally, impoverished diggers ("victims" of economic circumstance) in developing nations are typically punished less harshly (p. 452). In wealthier nations, illegal digging (by "professionals" or "criminals") and exporting receive fairly similar punishments. While collectively criminally punished, these statutory disparities across countries suggest that archaeologists are not the only ones to consider that not all who engage in "looting" are consider equally culpable. Indiscriminate characterization of all illicit digging as "looting activity"-and therefore, an activity with criminal undertones-potentially masks these important differences. In sum, many archaeologists seem to have no trouble talking about archaeological site looting as crime in a general sense, but when it comes to assigning specific criminal culpability to specific individuals who actually carry out the looting in areas where they work, many archaeologists are quick to point out that it depends on a looter's specific motivations. The looting that is undertaken out of economic need, while unfortunate, appears to be considered justifiable or excusable among many archaeologists. Motivations for looting activity do not, however, "cancel out" the statutory criminality of a looter's activities.
Certainly not all archaeologists view some looters as criminals while others are victims and mere pawns who are exploited in the antiquities trade. Rather, there are a number of archaeologists who perceive all illegal digging to be criminal, or that it should be codified and treated as such. For them, it matters not whether looting occurs of economic necessity. As such, former UNESCO Director General Koïchiro Matsuura called illicit digging a "crime against culture," as did Bowman Proulx (2008) 26 ; Howard et al. (2016) even declared some manifestations to be a "cultural genocide" 27 of sorts. Wrote Yahya (2010) , "We should stand firm against activities such as illicit digging, grave robbing and above all trading in antiquities, and reject any excuses presented by the diggers and dealers to justify their actions" (p. 99). Other archaeologists have gone so far as to suggest that looting can only be curbed with violence, asserting that they "would like to see helicopters flying over [Iraqi archaeological sites] so that people know there is a real price to looting this stuff . . . You have got to kill some people to stop this" (archaeologist Elizabeth Stone, quoted in Bennett 2003, para. 3; also quoted in Kennedy 2003, para. 2) and that "these people are stealing material from the whole of mankind. If they steal from mankind I would say that it is fair they should be shot" (Lovell 2003, para. 1) . For these archaeologists, looters are generally "poor people [who] are immoral, motivated by greed, plunder for profit, and are exploited by antiquarians" (Matsuda 1998, p. 84) . In this vein, there is little if any ethical latitude for a viable affirmative defense to the crime of illegal excavation:
To me, theft is theft. If impoverished people were helping themselves or being encouraged to help themselves to other kinds of objects or materials on public lands or on other people's property, the behavior would not be tolerated. Why is it OK to help yourself to an archaeological site? I don't think anyone suggests that bank robbers are just victims of economic exploitation.
-Archaeologist #34195, Northeastern United States 26 (UNESCO 2001) . 27 See (Howard et al. 2016 ).
Looting applies whether we are talking about the Chinese army, the Italian mafia, or the impoverished peasant in Peru. Whether they all deserve the same punishment if caught is a matter for legal systems to decide. To me it is all looting, and the term as denoting a crime is similar to the range between misdemeanor to felony, from petty larceny to grand larceny. It is all theft in one form or another.
-Archaeologist #1806
Archaeologists' opinions "represent a continuum of predispositions-from sympathy to villainization" (Matsuda 1998, p. 88) ; this is evident in the divergence of accounts among field archaeologists' reported personal encounters with and responses to it. Looting is likely to have been criminalized by statute, 28 but this does not always have much, if any, bearing on whether an archaeologist views an unauthorized excavator as "looter," "criminal," or "victim."
Some illegal diggers are considered criminals and others victims-this is not a common distinction made in domestic statutory schemes or archaeological rhetoric. Even archaeologists who suggest that the vast majority of unauthorized digging is done out of economic insecurity still talk about it as "looting," "theft," 29 "stealing," 30 and "robbery," 31 while simultaneously stopping short of calling such looters "thieves" and "robbers." Why are archaeologists likened to "detectives" (Holtorf 2005) , looting called "time crime," 32 and looted sites referred to as "crime scenes," 33 but most "looters" are instead "subsistence diggers" or "victims"? Is it not somewhat contradictory-or at the very least, confusing-to refer to illicit digging as "looting" which is a "transnational crime," involving a "series of crimes," and on a "more localized level . . . [the] theft of cultural objects" (Yates 2016, para. 1, 2, 9) , and at the same time, that many who do the actual digging are simply victims in a position of "extreme poverty" (para. 9)? Why are archaeologists comfortable talking about archaeological site looting as "theft," while not all looters are "thieves"? Who are field archaeologists-often working in areas that are not even their own communities-to decide when it is morally acceptable to loot and when it is not? Who are field archaeologists to assess who is "poor enough" to deserve to loot? Who are archaeologists to condone some types of looting to the exclusion of others, without inevitably condoning the trade in illicitly obtained antiquities?
More Than a Matter of Semantics
As evidenced here, the reticence among some archaeologists to report archaeological site looting when they encounter it is due, at least in part, to their dichotomization of looting into the kind motivated by greed and perpetrated by "criminals" and, in contrast, the kind motivated by desperation and undertaken by "victims." In my view, this distinction is rather useless on two fronts. First, either "type" of looting undermines the preservation of cultural heritage, and a looter's motivation does not mitigate damage done to the archaeological landscape. Either the archaeological record, and its place in cultural heritage, is important enough to protect from looting, or it is not. One cannot have it both ways. It is one thing to mouth "pious platitudes on plunder in [the classroom], or drop brief comments in print or in lectures that it is not nice to buy plundered antiquities" (Muscarella 2009, p. 396) , and quite another to speak up after a firsthand encounter with looting in the field. It is not unreasonable for an archaeologist to consider the safety implications of intervening or reporting archaeological site looting beyond her field crew, but there is a certain irony in the inaction of an archaeologist who has 28 The importance of reporting site looting is also a common component of many codes of archaeological ethics. See, for example, the Archaeological Institute of America's Code of Ethics ("members of the AIA should . . . inform appropriate authorities of threats to, or plunder of, archaeological sites"). Available online at: https://www.archaeological.org/news/advocacy/130. 29 Cf., for example, (Brodie 2002) . 30 Cf., for example, (Brodie 2003) . 31 See, for example, (Siehr 2008) . 32 See (Lane et al. 2008) . 33 See (Sotiriou 2016). decided not to do anything about looting because she deems it excusable based on the premise that there is economic value to be gained from it by those who loot out of economic necessity. That is, this justification for inaction-based squarely on the assessment of the potential economic benefit of saleable looted items for those in dire economic straits-does seem to skirt a field of archaeologists' purported allegiance to archaeological preservation and stewardship (Bauer 2007) .
Second, whether field archaeologists view looters as criminals or victims, looting is largely criminalized by domestic statute, and this necessarily changes archaeologists' ethico-legal responsibilities when they bear witness to it. An archaeologist who chooses not to report looting-for whatever reason-is essentially an archaeologist who chooses not to report a crime. It matters little whether there exists an affirmative legal duty for archaeologists to report this crime, because it is incumbent upon them to do so simply by virtue of their specialized education, training, expertise, unique position as "eyewitnesses," and professed commitment to the preservation of cultural heritage. 34 Further, if many archaeologists consider certain looters to be victims, then could non-reporting also be considered an omission to come to a victim's aid? That is, if archaeologists choose to distinguish illicit diggers who are "victims" of exploitation from illicit diggers who are "criminals" doing the exploitation, then by their own reasoning, archaeologists who encounter looting are now witnesses to both crime and victimization. In this sense, an archaeologist's inaction now becomes a matter of both non-reporting of crimes and non-intervention with victims. To soapbox on the criminal culpability of traffickers and collectors, decry the criminal victimization of looters who dig out of desperation and abject poverty, and still choose not to report or intervene in looting is bystander apathy of the ugliest sort.
It is true that rarely is the act of omission in failing to report a crime or come to a victim's aid actually considered a criminal act, and there are few laws in even fewer countries that create duties to report for members of certain professions. The lack of a codified legal duty to report does not obviate the archaeologist's ethical duty to report looting to an external authority. The rationale is the same whether the obligation is expressed or implied: reporting duties in criminal law are intended to protect the public welfare, and by most archaeologists' measure, preservation of the archaeological record is a "public good." As such, archaeological site looting is an offense against the public good which must be reported (Krieger 2014) . As self-proclaimed stewards of cultural heritage-of which public education, outreach, and preservation of archaeological resources as public good are part-an archaeologist can reasonably be held to a higher standard of conduct independent of any legally imposed reporting duty simply by virtue of qualifying to practice archaeology. A moral imperative to deal with archaeological site looting is thus created by both the archaeologist's self-professed commitment to preservation as well as her unique position as a potential eyewitness.
How archaeologists, who have subject matter expertise and firsthand experience in the field, choose to frame their talk about looting and looters-both amongst themselves and amongst the public-is hugely influential. As evidenced in this study, for many archaeologists the distinction between "criminal" and "victim" looters is an important one, and this distinction often underpins the course of action they choose to follow when met face-to-face with looting. It follows, then, that if this distinction is important enough to shape an archaeologist's action in the field, then it should be just as important to acknowledge in his rhetoric. The ease with which many archaeologists are able to condemn certain looters, sympathize with others, and nonetheless refer to all of it with such loaded terms as "crime", "theft," "organized crime," "racketeering," "vandalism," "genocide," and "robbery" seems to undermine this. If it suits archaeologists to broadly couch looting in such charged criminological terms-after all, "cultural racketeering" and "cultural genocide" do have a certain sensational ring to them that captures immediate attention-then they must be prepared to take everything that comes with the semantic territory-e.g., the ethical duty to report crime and the consequences of bystander apathy.
Put simply, if looting is an incident of crime, even if largely perpetrated by victims of economic exploitation (and there is limited if any hard evidence to suggest that most looting that occurs around the world is in fact 'subsistence digging'), then a looted archaeological site is in fact a crime scene, and by their own logic, archaeologists should "suit up" and consider the site forensically (cf. for example, Kinkopf and Beck 2016) . It is difficult to take looting seriously as a criminal offense if many archaeologists on the scene choose not to treat it as such. If well over one-quarter of surveyed field archaeologists choose not to report looting beyond their field crews, then this is indicative that at least some looting is considered inconsequential if not justifiable or excusable. Non-reporting archaeologists must then entertain the possibility that their witness passivity in the face of criminalized archaeological site looting may make them enablers:
Lots of archaeologists I know couldn't care less about site looting. I mean, they seem to look at it more as a nuisance than anything. They really need to look at looting as 'crimes' rather than a nuisance. I think because they don't view looting as criminal then they don't really feel obligated to report it. They are facilitating looting by their inaction.
-Archaeologist #1830, Britain
Considering the proximity of archaeologists to looting, the possibility of facilitative effects of non-reporting is not unreasonable. If an archaeologist is ethically obliged to avoid any action-or in this case, inaction-that might incentivize looting or facilitate the antiquities trade, 35 then an archaeologist must honestly consider the possibility that her failure to act could amount to passive enablement. She must also consider that her inaction may have the capacity to produce results no less detrimental than would active encouragement of archaeological site looting. If looting is a crime, it matters not whether a looter is "criminal" or "victim." The damage to the archaeological record is irreversible despite the fundamental incompatibility of criminalized looting (what many archaeologists denounce in public) with victimized looters (what many archaeologists lament in private). 36 In my view, this is the sort of fence-sitting that an archaeologist does when she does not want to commit to one position or the other.
Much of this fence-sitting is likely due to a lack of standardized professional protocol on what field archaeologists should do when bearing witness to looting. If I encounter looting or looters, whom should I call? What steps should I take? If archaeologists share general values and ethics, then despite jurisdictional incongruencies, surely there are some basic looting reporting strategies applicable to all field settings, too. At minimum, the subject of looting and its intersection with archaeological ethics should play a more formal, central role in both academic classrooms and archaeological organizations' codes of ethics with clearer, more specific directives on reporting site looting or how to handle an encounter with looters. 37 Further, more public and frank discussion about looting is warranted in that archaeology has largely moved beyond a public outreach model to one of community-oriented archaeology. If communities are ever to play a truly active role in archaeological fieldwork-as opposed to being passive recipients upon whom a perfunctory lecture and cocktail party are bestowed at the end of each dig season-then it is incumbent upon all field archaeologists to deal more directly with the issue of encountering site looting. As experts in their field, it matters what archaeologists do or do not do about looting, and those decisions are no more 35 (Brodie 2008) . 36 On reasons why some archaeologists are precluded from expressing a "closeted sympathy" for diggers, see Matsuda (1998 Matsuda ( , 2005 . 37 For example, the Archaeological Institute of America's Code of Ethics Principle No. 2 is rather vague, stating only that members of the AIA should "refuse to participate in the trade in undocumented antiquities and refrain from activities that enhance the commercial value of such objects" (AIA Code of Ethics, approved as amended, 29 December 1997). In a similar vein, the Society for American Archaeology directs archaeologists to "discourage, and themselves avoid, activities that enhance the commercial value of archaeological objects (SAA Principles of Archaeological Ethics, Principle No. 3).
ethically neutral than they are value-free. As a modest start to any serious consideration of long-term, coordinated anti-plunder strategies, required of field archaeologists is a candid consideration of why so few of them are outspoken about the matter of looting. Damage to the archaeological landscape is not dependent on whether looting is motivated by greed or need; neither is it dependent on an archaeologist's motivations for non-reporting. When an archaeologist is next met with looting in the field, she might do well to consider seriously the implications of her actions or inactions.
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